Abstract: Dynamic reactive power sources can be used to effectively mitigate the fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) and transient voltage instability issues. When many var sources need to be installed at planned locations, optimization of their sizes is a complicated nonlinear optimization problem due to its non-convexity and the dependence of the constraint on time-series trajectories of post-fault voltages. Solving this optimal sizing problem needs to utilize both a nonlinear optimization solver and a power system differential-algebraic equation solver. This paper proposes a new approach for solving this problem under both a single contingency and multiple contingencies by using the Mesh Adaptive Direct Search algorithm interfaced with a power system simulator. The proposed approach is validated by case studies on a North American Eastern Interconnection model to optimize the sizes of planned STATCOMs against critical contingencies. 
Introduction
In recent years, with the increasing integration of renewable energy resources and power electronic devices in power transmission systems, there have been increased researches on reactive power management, especially the optimal allocation of reactive power sources. However, many studies were based steady state analysis in [1] [2] . With the growth of power electronic devices and single-phase induction motors on the load side, dynamic voltage security problems, especially fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) issues, on transmission systems have drawn more attentions by power system engineers with electric utilities.
Steady state analysis on reactive power sources cannot capture the dynamics of a power system under shortterm or transient voltage stability problems. If the FIDVR issues are not addressed properly, they may lead to fast voltage collapse or even cascading failures. To guarantee power system reliability and mitigate FIDVR issues in both effective and economical manners, it is important to study the optimal sizing and siting of dynamic var sources such as static var compensators (SVCs) and STATCOMs.
Several papers have studied the optimal sizing problem of dynamic var sources addressing FIDVR issue [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Paper [3] solves the optimal locations and capacities of SVCs by the fuzzy clustering method and interior point method on the IEEE 9-bus system taking into account transient stability constraints. In [4] , a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem is formulated and the solution is obtained by interfacing the branch-and-bound and multi-start scatter algorithms with power system time-domain simulation software. A similar problem is solved in [5] by interfacing an optimization tool KNITRO with power system time-domain simulation software. In [6] and [7] , the sizing of dynamic var sources is obtained by heuristic linear programming and Voronoi diagram, respectively. The approach in [8] employs the mean-variance mapping optimization in combination with an integrated mix-integer search strategy and two intervention schemes. The method in [9] applies a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to optimize the sizes of dynamic var sources. Paper [10] solves the optimal locations and sizes of static and dynamic var sources as a sequence of mixed integer programming problems. In [11] , the particle swarm optimization is applied for the installation of dynamic var sources and wind turbines.
The main difficulties of the optimal sizing problem of dynamic var sources lie in two aspects: first, the problem is a nonlinear, non-convex optimization problem as indicated by the geometric characteristics of its solution space [12] ; second, checking the constraints requires the post-fault power system trajectories, which can only be obtained by solving an accurate power system differential-algebraic equation (DAE) model, i.e. power system time-domain simulation. Thus, the resolution of this problem requires both a nonlinear optimization solver and a power system DAE solver, which should be integrated by means of an efficient interfacing algorithm. Most of the existing methods can achieve global optima only when the number of var sources is small. For large-scale power systems, these methods may either suffer from heavy computational burdens or can only converge to local optima.
One way to tackle such a problem at a large scale is the blackbox optimization regarding all tasks on power system simulation and security constraint checking as a blackbox, which provides an optimized output, i.e. the sizes of dynamic var sources, for given inputs, i.e. the objective function and security constraints on post-fault voltage recovery. As one of effective blackbox optimization methods under general nonlinear constraints, the Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS) algorithm [13] , [14] performs well on optimizations only based on the results from expensive computer simulations, in which the derivatives are available, contaminated noise can exist, or feasible solutions are not easy to find. In [15] and [16] , the MADS algorithm is applied to two optimal placement problems in power systems: the optimal PMU placement for power system dynamic state estimation based on empirical observability gramian and the optimal placement of dynamic var sources based on empirical controllability covariance. Those studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the MADS algorithm in solving practical optimization problems on large-scale power systems.
In this paper, an MADS-based method is proposed to optimize the sizes of dynamic var sources at 
Problem formulation
In power systems, determining the optimal sizes of dynamic var sources is a nonlinear and non-convex optimization problem. Verification of constraints requires the post-fault voltage trajectories, which are usually obtained from time-domain simulation. For instance, under a contingency, the system's postcontingency response with a given dynamic var injection should be simulated and checked based on the post-fault voltage performance criteria. For an N-bus power system subject to K critical contingencies, this optimization problem can be formulated as (1)(5). This paper proposes using the blackbox optimization approach to solve this problem as illustrated in In the criteria verification module of the blackbox, the criteria on post-fault voltage recovery performance can be selected according to the WECC/NERC planning standards [17] , [18] . 
where N is the number of buses and Vj init is the pre-fault initial voltage magnitude. We denote by tcl the fault clearing time, ts the post transient time, and IL and IG respectively the sets of load and generator buses.
Without losing the generality, consider these four criteria S1S4 on the post fault voltage trajectories:
For a load bus, the post-fault voltage trajectory and criteria S2S4 are illustrated in Fig. 2 The MADS algorithm is selected as the optimization algorithm in this paper. It is a useful frame based method for blackbox optimization under general nonlinear constraints. In the next two sections, we will
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Introduction of the MADS algorithm
The MADS algorithm iterates on a tower of underlying meshes in the searching space by controlling the refinement of discretization of the space of variables [19] . algorithms [20] . In Fig. 3 , the value of the function in the searching space is colored as a contour map. The colder the color, the smaller the value of the objective function. The global optimum solution is marked by a star.
Fig. 3. MADS algorithm based blackbox optimization
Blackbox functions are evaluated at some trial points on a mesh whose discrete structure at iteration l is defined by: Defining the mesh in this way ensures all previous visited points Ul lie on the mesh, and new trial points can be selected around any of them using the directions in D.
Each iteration is composed of three steps: poll, search, and update. The search step is flexible and allows the creation of trial points anywhere on the mesh while the poll is more rigidly defined to explore the mesh near the current iterate βl with the following set of poll trial points:
where Dl is the set of poll directions. Each column of Dl is an integer combination of the columns of D. In the Fig. 3(a) , Dl is the subset of D which is 1 st , 3 rd , and 6 th columns of D and points of Pl are α1, α2 and α3.
Points of Pl's distance to the poll center βl is constrained by the poll size where τ >1 is a fixed rational number and wl is a finite integer, positive or null if iteration l is a success, or strictly negative if the iteration fails.
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Remarks: Frist, regarding the selection of parameters in the MADS algorithm, it is suggested that the maximum number of iterations be 10 4 and the minimum of the mesh size in each dimension be 10
multiplied by the range of search [21] in order for the global optimal solution to be found at a high probability.
However, that may increase the time cost of optimization. Second, regarding the selection of the initial guess and performance of optimization, the MADS algorithm performs well in finding global optima of smallscale non-convex optimization problems or the best solutions known so far for some difficult large-scale problems whose global optima have not yet been verified. In [22] , the MADS algorithm is tested on three real-life difficult problems including the Styrene production simulation [21] , the multidisciplinary design optimization [23] , and the well placement problem [24] . The use of the Variable Neighborhood Search method from [21] can make the optimization be independent of the selection of an initial guess. As demonstrated in [22] , the MADS algorithm is run starting from both infeasible and feasible solutions as initial guesses and the optimizations all lead to the best-known solutions given so far in literature.
The MADS algorithm illustrated above can be applied to blackbox optimization for the sizes of dynamic var sources. In the case study section, the proposed MADS-based approach is tested on the Eastern Interconnection system model. In the following, we first illustrate the iterations of blackbox optimization on the same problem as [3] on the WSCC 9-bus system for the optimal sizes of two SVCs.
In is marked by star. Fig. 4(a) to Fig. 4(d) illustrate how MADS finally identifies the global optimum by four iterations of searches, polls and updates. The tentative optimum starts from βl in Fig. 4(a) . Due to the failure to find a better solution in the search and poll step, tentative optimum βl+1 and βl+2 stay at βl, and the meshes and polls in Fig. 4 (b)(c) shrink to generate more trial points. When finding a better solution in Fig. 4(c) , then a tentative optimum βl+3 jumps to α8 and the mesh and poll size keep constant in Fig. 4(d) , and finally a tentative optimum goes to α11, which becomes closer to the global optimum. Such a procedure will gradually approach the global optimum and does not explicitly require any gradient information regarding the objective function. 
Proposed MADS-based approach
The proposed MADS-based approach for optimizing the sizes of dynamic var resources packages power system simulation and criteria checking modules in one blackbox. Fig. 5 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed approach, in which the MADS algorithm is interfaced with a power system DAE solver (e.g. Specifically, it includes the following steps:
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Step 1. Predetermine the locations of dynamic var sources in the power system. A widely adopted approach is to calculate a voltage sensitivity index for each candidate location and select locations that have the largest overall average voltage improvement on voltage trajectories under the most severe contingency [3] . Another one is the empirical controllability covariance based method proposed in [16] , which has less dependency on the selection of contingencies.
Step 2. Set initial values for dynamic var sources Q as well as their upper and lower limits. The initial values could come from either linear analysis result as done in [2] or random sample points.
Step 3. Perform the search and poll steps of the MADS algorithm, and pass the Q to the blackbox.
Step 4. In the blackbox, the data interface receives the Q from the MADS algorithm and uses Q as new capacities of STATCOMs in the power system DAE model to be solved. Once receiving new results from the DAE solver, the data interface checks all voltage trajectories V with the planning standard S and feeds back the result of Zk and J(Q).
Step 5. Evaluate objective function J to find an improved mesh point βl+1 on the mesh Ml; coarsen the mesh or stay with previous βl+1= βl. Then refine the mesh and update Step 6. Check the stopping criterion: the total number of iterations l is more than a certain number
 is less than a certain value indicating a convergence of the tentative optimum. If it is met, stop the procedure; otherwise, go back to Step 3.
Black box
Step 
MADS Algorithm
Step 3. Perform the search and poll steps
Step 5. Find a better solution and coarsen the mesh or refine the mesh
J(Q)
Step
Predetermined Locations of Dynamic Var Supports
Step 4.
Step 6. Optimization by MADS in MATLAB) solver [14] , which communicate through an interfacing program developed in Python.
Load and STATCOM modelling
In the time-domain simulation, a user defined composite load model CMLDBL and a STATCOMS model SVSMO3U1 provided by PSS/E [25] are applied to simulate FIDVR issues. The CMLDBL load model, as shown in Fig. 6 , is used for power system planning and operation studies in PSS/E. It consists of three-phase motors, a single-phase air conditioner motor, electronic loads and static loads. It is connected to a low-voltage load bus whose dynamic response is reflected at the high voltage system bus. The parameters of the components used in this study are listed in Table I 
DVP System
An encoded one-line diagram representing a local DVP transmission network is shown in Fig. 7 
Case 1: Single contingency
This test optimizes the sizes of STATCOMS for the most severe N-1 contingency, which is a threephase fault on bus 27 and cleared by tripping line 2728 after 5 cycles. The FIDVR issue is observed in the simulation by checking criteria at step 4 as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Ten bus voltage profiles with the most severe FIDVR issue are selected from Fig. 8(a) and shown in Fig. 8(b 
Violating S 2 : R≥25% Duration R≥20% >30 cycles 
objective function equal to $1,100,000. Fig. 9 shows the voltage trajectories with the optimized dynamic var support, checking with criteria at step 4, which remain above 75% of initial voltage and have durations between 75% and 80% of initial voltage less than 20 cycles. In the steady stage, the lowest voltage stays above 95% of its initial value as circled in Fig. 9(b) .
Case 2: Multiple contingencies
This case assumes three severe N-1 contingencies: tripping line 2324 due to a three-phase fault on For the line 2327 contingency, some bus voltages enter the zone of 75% to 80% of initial voltage for more than 65 cycles if STATCOMs are not added as shown in Fig. 10(b) . This is violating the voltage criteria S2 by checking voltage criteria at step 4. With optimized STATCOMs, that time duration reduces to less than 17 cycles and meets the criteria S1-S4 as shown in Fig. 11(b) .
Finally, for the line 0927 contingency, some bus voltages violate the criteria S2 due to entering the 75% to 80% of initial voltage zone for 55 cycles if STATCOMs are not added as shown in Fig. 10(c) . With the optimized STATCOMs, all voltage trajectories meet the voltage criteria S1-S4 as shown in Fig. 11(c) .
Sensitivity to changes of load
This section studies the sensitivity of the results from the proposed approach to changes of load. The DVP area load is first decreased by 5% from the peak load condition to 21688 MW and 5169 Mvar. But the single contingency case and the multiple contingencies case are simulated using the sizes of STATCOMs optimized for the base loading condition. No FIDVR issue is caused.
Accepted by IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution on 6/21/2017 (doi: 10.1049/iet-gtd.2016.1912) 17 Although the optimization with the proposed approach is actually performed on the summer peak load condition of the system, in order to test the sensitivity of the obtained optimal solution to a change of the load, the load of the DVP area is further increased by 5% from the peak load condition to 23971 MW and 5713 Mvar. Both the single contingency and multiple contingencies case are tested. The single contingency case still has FIDVR issue due to violations of S2 and S4. All of voltage trajectories in the system are illustrated in Fig. 12(a) with details in the time window from 1.083 s to 1.7 s as shown in Fig. 12(b Fig. 13(a) while the other two contingencies do not bring any FIDVR issue. Fig. 13(b) enlarges Fig. 13(a) for the time period from1.083 s to 1.6 s. Some buses violate criterion S2 and the lowest voltage trajectory violates the criterion S4. Therefore, a 5% load increase on the peak load condition may cause the optimal solution not to guarantee satisfactions to all criteria.
These results match well with the conclusion in [12] : the optimal solution for a heavy-load condition can remain the feasibility under a light-load condition. Therefore, an advisable strategy is to consider the peak load condition with a sufficient percentage of motor loads in simulation and optimization of dynamic var sources as this case study does with the MMWG 2019 summer peak load condition and large percentage of motor load. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes an MADS-based blackbox optimization approach for the optimal sizing problem of the dynamic var sources, which efficiently interfaces a power system DAE solver with the MADS algorithm. The proposed approach can assist power system planning engineers in optimizing the sizes of performed on the whole system model to obtain realistic system responses and provide useful information to system planning engineers. Computation of the whole approach for a single contingency can be finished in tens of hours on one desktop computer. With high-performance computers, the approach may also have potentials to support power system operations such as optimizing the settings of installed dynamic var sources hourly or even every 10-15 minutes to be prepared for anticipated contingencies based on the current system condition. That will be studied by our future research.
